Exploring the conformational space of protein side chains using dead-end elimination and the A* algorithm.
We describe an algorithm which enables us to search the conformational space of the side chains of a protein to identify the global minimum energy combination of side chain conformations as well as all other conformations within a specified energy cutoff of the global energy minimum. The program is used to explore the side chain conformational energy surface of a number of proteins, to investigate how this surface varies with the energy model used to describe the interactions within the system and the rotamer library. Enumeration of the rotamer combinations enables us to directly evaluate the partition function, and thus calculate the side chain contribution to the conformational entropy of the folded protein. An investigation of these conformations and the relationships between them shows that most of the conformations near to the global energy minimum arise from changes in side chain conformations that are essentially independent; very few result from a concerted change in conformation of two or more residues. Some of the limitations of the approach are discussed.